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The first coin of these rulers which I shall bring to your
notice is one of the class called pwan leang (PL II., Fig, 1).
It is a very beautiful specimen, issued during the reign of
Hwuy te, second of the Western Hans, b.c. 186.
The next coin is one of King Tes, the fifth sovereign of
the Hans, b.c. 139. It bears on the obverse the characters
Ta tseuen woo shih, the words Ta tseuen signifying " origin
or source " (of commerce doubtless). The woo shift, means
five-tenths or one-half of some now forgotten weight or
measure giving its value. The next coin (PI. I., Fig. 2) is
a noble specimen of Chinese currency, of great rarity and
very perfect. It was issued during the reign of Seuen te,
the eighth sovereign of the Western Hans, who reigned
b.c, 68—43, a period of twenty-five years. The characters
on the obverse, above and below the square hole, are con-
sidered by the Chinese to be of gold inlaid, and if so, one,
perhaps the only, instance ia which that metal has been
employed in any shape or form in Chinese currency. The
other characters are " Chen woo kan," meaning " bearing
an exact value of five kan" (a weight or measure).
The next coin is of the class called Ho poo, bearing these
two characters in peculiar form on its reverse (PL I,,
Fig. 3). Ho means goods, commerce, &c.; poo a source
or origin. Hence the inscription may be translated " The
means whereby commerce is carried on." It was issued
b.c. 81, by Chaou Te, seventh sovereign of the Western
Hans. There were fourteen sovereigns of the Western
Hans and twelve of the Eastern Hans.
This collection contains ten coins of the Western Hans
appertaining to the second, third, fifth, seventh, eighth,
and tenth emperors; and six coins of the Eastern »H&ns
issued by the tenth and the elevei^th emperors.
Total disorganisation marks the fall of the Han dynasty,
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